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RCS WebShop Connector 100% integrated with SAP Business One.

RCS WebShop Connector is a solution that can connect your Web Shop with SAP 
Business One. A Web Shop that is connected to SAP Business One, can automati-
cally import data to and from the Web Shop and generate orders. That means that 
your customer- and stock information automatically get updated in both systems. 
This can save you a lot of time. This solution is for companies that already have a 
Web Shop, who wishes to integrate the Web Shop with SAP Business One.

Properties and functions
With RCS WebShop Connector you can save time and al-
ways be sure, your stock is updated in both SAP Business 
One and on your Web Shop. This give you a better overview 
and make it easier to order the right items at the right time. 
This way you can avoid losing sales to competitors, because 
of longer lead times. RCS WebShop Connector imports all 
customer information into SAP Business One, which is very 
useful if you have many different customers. RCS WebShop 
Connector can automatically send order-confirmations or 
other information’s to customers. In other words, RCS Web-
Shop Connector let the Web Shop and SAP Business One be 
connected and all the data will therefore always be updated. 
This saves you from entering data manually.

RCS WebShop Connector

Company problem
Lost sales – Do you lose sales, because 
you don’t have items in stock? When 
you don’t have things in stock it creates 
a longer lead time, and customers can 
choose to buy from a competitor instead.

Efficiency – You spend a lot of time on 
entering data, such as customer- and 
stock data.

Mistakes – Is there often mistakes be-
cause someone entered something wrong 
in the system?

 

Solution
With RCS WebShop Connector your 
stock inventory will automatically get 
updated and it will be easier for you to 
see what items you need to stock up on.

RCS WebShop Connector will automati-
cally synchronize the data from the Web 
Shop and SAP Business One. This way 
you can save time.

When people is involved, there will 
always be a certain level of mistakes, 
this could be wrong entries in amount, 
type or wrong contact information. This 
can be avoided by using RCS WebShop 
Connector.
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Business advantages
 » Overview over your stock
 » Shorter process (no moving data manually from one system to another)
 » Less lost sales, because of longer lead times
 » All data automatically updated in SAP Business One
 » All data 100% Integrated

RCS IT specializes in providing value-added and fully integrated software solutions 
for small and medium businesses. Solutions that increase the efficiency of your 
business and gives you a better overview of your business. RCS IT advises personal-
ly and offers unique customized solutions as well as standard solutions that meet 
your business needs.


